I'll ay call in by yon town
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Allegro vivace (\( \text{\textit{d}} = 126-132 \))
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*The melodies and words are from The Oxford Scottish Song Book.
Tenor

see my bonny Jean again.

Bass

I'll ay call in by yon town

(8va)

by yon garden green again, I'll ay call in by yon town

(8va)
I'll ay call in by yon town and

see my bonny Jean again.

by yon garden green again, I'll ay call in by yon town and

by yon garden green again, I'll ay call in by yon town and

(bya)
There's none shall know none guess

There's none shall know and none shall guess what

What brings gate again, but she my fair lass

What brings gate again, but she my fairest faithful lass and
secretly meet again. There's none shall know none guess

secretly we'll meet again. There's none shall know and none can

secretly we'll meet again. There's none shall know

(8va)

what brings gate again, but she my fair lass

guess what brings gate, gate again, but she my fairest lass, and

none can guess what brings a gain, but she my faithful

none shall know and none can guess and
secretly meet again.

we, we shall meet again.

lass and we shall meet again. I'll ay call in by yon town and secretly meet again.

by yon garden green again, I'll ay call in by yon town and see my bonny Jean again, I'll.
'Oy call in by yon town and by yon garden green again, I'll
'Oy call in by yon town and by yon garden green again, I'll

'Oy call in by yon town and see my bonny Jean again,
'Oy call in by yon town and see my bonny Jean again,
Soprano leggiero mp

I'll ay call, ay call in by, ay call in by

p leggiero

Alto

yon town, call and see my bon-ny Jean. O I'll ay call, ay call

leggiero mp

8va - ay call in, call in by,

46

in by, ay call in by yon town, call and see my

(by yon-town and see my, ay call in, call in by,

8va)
in by, ay call in by yon town, call and see my,
by yon town and see my, call in by, by yon town,
by yon town and by yon garden

(8va)

in by yon town, and by yon garden,

(8va)

see my bonny Jean, I'll ay call in by,
and by yon garden ay call in by yon town,
green again, I'll ay call in by garden green and ay call in, call
when time's near again, and when her I see,

trysting time draws near again, and when her lovely form I see,

when time's near again, and when her I see,

trysting time draws near again, and when her lovely form I see,

(8va)

haith! She is dear to me. She'll wander by oak tree

haith! She's doubly dear to me. She'll wander by the oaken

haith! She's doubly dear to me. She'll wander by the

(8va)
\textit{when time's near again, and when her I see}
\textit{tree when time is near again, and when her lovely form I oaken tree when time is near, and when her lovely wander by the oaken tree.}

\textit{faith! She is dear again.}
\textit{see she is dear again.}
\textit{form I see she's dear again.}
\textit{faith! She's dear, dear again.}
ay call in by yon town, and by yon garden green again, I'll

ay call in by yon town, and by yon garden green again, I'll

ay call in by yon town and see my bonny

ay call in by yon town and see my bonny

ay call in by yon town and see my bonny

ay call in by yon town and see my bonny

I'll
ay call in by yon town and
ay call in by yon town and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
ay call in by yon town, and
By call in by yon town and by yon garden green again, I'll

Say call in by yon town and, and see my bon-ny bon-ny bon-ny

(byou)